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When creating interactive experiences, designers and

This challenge is particularly acute when focusing on

developers devote a great deal of attention to the nature of

audiences with sensory, motor, or cognitive impairments. The

the content and the hardware and software required to bring

importance of making museum exhibits maximally accessible

information to users. But it’s paramount to keep the desires

to all audiences has been clear to experience developers for

and needs of the audience front and center throughout the

decades. The associated challenges are found across domains

design process. Who is the intended audience? What are their

and platforms, but multitouch tables and other computer-based

expectations about usability and content? Will others be using

exhibits present specific questions because such experiences

the exhibit? What contextual factors—lighting, noise, competing

are often both visual and tactile: they depend on users’ ability to

experiences—could affect the experience? The impact of the

activate and explore images, text, and iconography by locating

most compelling information and imagery can be diluted if an

and navigating onscreen touch points.

exhibit’s design prevents users from exploring its full potential.
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From Universal to Inclusive Design

The effort to maximize accessibility for digital exhibits

touchscreen exhibits. Research by Kane et al. (2011) suggested

rests on earlier initiatives to establish guidelines for designing

that these overlays did indeed enhance usability and engagement

products and experiences to benefit the widest possible

for non-sighted guests.

spectrum of users. The Center for Universal Design was

In 2010, exhibition designers from the Canadian Museum for

founded by architect and designer Ron Mace in 1989, and

Human Rights held a workshop with museum professionals,

ultimately elucidated a number of core principles focusing on

industrial designers, and members of key communities working

equitable access, interface flexibility and redundancy, intuitive

toward increasing access to public events and accommodations

operation, perceptibility of information, tolerance for error,

for all audiences. The workshop led to a number of specific

minimal required effort, and providing adequate surrounding

innovations that made museum exhibits more accessible,

space for all users (Rossetti, 2006).

including tactile devices to let users know of the availability of

These principles provided a clear set of goals designers

accessible content and a museum-based mobile app.

could follow to make the experiences they created available

More broadly, the workshop advanced the notion of inclusive

to everyone. But rapid technological advances in following

design in at least two ways: “[Inclusive design means] designing

years—in particular, the growing adoption of and familiarity with

and developing with the consideration of all abilities from the

computers both at home and in public spaces, the revolutionary

outset. The inclusive design approach will ensure the museum

growth of the internet in the 1990s, and the introduction of the

experience is not only accessible for all ages and abilities, but is

smartphone in the 2000s—made it clear that these principles

enriching and satisfying for all” (Wyman, Gillam, & Bahram, 2016;

needed renewed attention in an increasingly digital age.

emphasis added). A key realization here was that maximizing

Shaun Kane and collaborators did seminal work in this area,

accessibility could not rely only on adding additional features

producing “slide rule” (Kane, Bigham, & Wobbrock, 2008), a

to an already-designed experience, but needed to be a design

flexible, gesture-driven mobile phone interface for non-sighted

focus from the beginning of a project. In addition, inclusive

users, and “access overlays” (Kane, Morris, Perkins, Wigdor,

design holds that the goal to be achieved is not simply maximum

Ladner, & Wobbrock, 2011), a series of semi-opaque windows

usability by those with sensory impairments, but maximized

that add additional gesture input and audio feedback to existing

enjoyment and enrichment of the experience for all users.
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Applying Inclusive Design to Digital Experiences
In that same year, Ideum’s Open Exhibits initiative was

multiuser exhibits.” Because a key principle of inclusive design

first funded by the National Science Foundation. Developed

is to provide the same conceptual experience to all audiences,

to support experimentation with new techniques for creating

rather than providing a limited version of that experience to

engaging and intuitive digital exhibits and share findings

users with sensory impairments (e.g., Bahram, Samis, Ryun,

with designers, developers, and museum professionals,

& Thiessen, 2017), it was clear that a more flexible approach

Open Exhibits has generated findings across a broad range

to maximizing accessibility at multitouch exhibits was needed.

of domains. The collaborations it fostered also led to further

In response, Ideum worked with a number of key

work, such as the NSF-funded 2013 HCI+ISE Conference,

collaborators, including Sina Bahram, accessibility consultant

which gathered designers and developers, learning scientists,

and founder of Prime Access Consulting, as well as the Museum

and technology professionals to assess the effect of rapidly-

of Science Boston, the WGBH National Center for Accessible

developing technologies on the way people use and learn from

Media, and Audience Viewpoints to develop a gesture-driven

interactive experiences. (Open Exhibits is now supported by the

accessibility layer that allows visitors to stay at the touch table

Institute of Museum and Library Services.)

and interact with other users, investigate onscreen content in

One of the key goals of Open Exhibits is to support research

the same tactile way as others, and use a range of gestures to

and innovation to bring principles of inclusive design to digital

explore content flexibly, by deeply investigating some content

experiences. In 2012, the Museum of Science in Boston hosted

areas while skipping to new windows or options when desired.

a workshop on accessibility in digital experiences as part of

The layer is opened by holding three fingers on the screen for

the NSF-sponsored Creating Museum Media for Everyone

two seconds; audio feedback announces the layer’s opening,

(CMME) project (Spadaccini, 2012). (Ideum was a partner in

a range of finger-taps and swipes provides complete control

that project.) Discussions at the workshop highlighted the fact

of onscreen menus and options, and selected onscreen text

that although some institutions had been equipping exhibits with

is narrated aloud. (Along with many other exhibit developers

button-activated audio voiceover features for low-vision guests

and museums, Ideum adapted some of the gestures and other

for years, that approach to inclusive design was insufficient in

accessibility features pioneered by Apple and now widely found

several ways. First, such systems are usually inflexible: they

in mobile applications.)

provide a prerecorded audio track describing only some levels
of onscreen content, and adapting existing multitouch exhibits
to include such features would require the creation of a new
add-on audio module.
More importantly, such features don’t actually provide
access to the same experience as that used by sighted
visitors; instead, they create a different, one-dimensional
version of that experience for blind and low-vision users. As
co-author and Ideum Creative Director Jim Spadaccini noted
at the time, “On a large multitouch table, multiple visitors can
interact simultaneously with physical multitouch gestures. The
experience is both physical and social. By relegating visitors to
an audio button system, you are essentially isolating them from

At this multitouch exhibit, a Braille strip alerts visitors to the

the more compelling qualities that are inherent in multitouch and

presence of an audio accessibility layer.
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New Challenges, New Experiments
More recently, Ideum has been exploring new ways to
adapt and enhance the accessibility layer for different exhibit
experiences. Because touch table applications vary widely in
their design approaches, a truly flexible system should provide
more than “one size fits all” audio access to content, so we
have developed several unique layer implementations. In all of
the modes we have developed and tested to date, users employ
taps and gestures to select and explore content. Each of the
three modes also allows users to adjust narration speed and
volume, but they present different options for controlling the
display for different user contexts and exhibit types. These three
accessibility layer modes are described in the accompanying
table. Ideum also recently released a video, Gesture-Based

Active audio accessibility layer showing onscreen gesture options.

Audio Accessibility Layer for Exhibits, outlining the functionality
of these accessibility options.

Mode

Function

Single-User

Audio-only: Layer takes over entire display

Side-by-side: Layer takes over half of display;
Dual-User

remaining display area remains in standard
mode

Shared

Context

Single eyes-free visitors in contexts where
multiple active stations may be distracting

Single eyes-free visitors using large displays
alongside other visitors

Directed-visuals: Exhibit content remains

Eyes-free visitors accompanied by sighted

onscreen while layer user controls display

companions
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A new suite of exhibits developed for the Visitor Center
at Hoover Dam includes each of these audio layer modes at
different exhibits, allowing a range of ways to explore the Dam’s
history, engineering, and environmental impact. Ideum has also
been working with a large social-media company to build a
new exhibit including one of these modes, which will provide
additional data for continued refinement. We are also outlining
new variations on these modes for other specific combinations
of content, audience, and context, including options that provide
gestures for searching for specific types of information and
modes designed specifically for larger user groups.
Because of their very nature—static, non-tactile installations,
usually designed around pre-existing pieces and designed for

With Dual-User Mode, a visitor controls the accessibility layer (at
left) while another user explores separate content.

primarily visual impact—art museums present a particularly
difficult challenge for public institutions seeking to make their
collections enjoyable by all audiences. The field’s increasing
awareness of the importance of inclusive design, and of
techniques for using new digital interfaces to realize it, paved the
way for an updated accessibility layer created for the reopening
of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (Bahram et al.,
2017). Here, integrated wall- and table-mounted touchscreen
stations allow non-sighted and low-vision users to use gestures
to deeply and comprehensively explore selected artworks and
investigate a range of related information.
Museums and funding organizations are increasingly insisting
on designing, documenting, and assessing the effectiveness of

In Shared Mode, the visitor controlling the layer (at left) selects
content for narration while a companion shares the experience.

accessibility features in new projects. Visitors have a right to
expect that new exhibits will be designed to provide seamless
and easy-to-use features that allow everyone to explore all
content in conceptually comparable ways, and to be part of
that design and development process whenever possible.
New frontiers in exhibit development, including experiences
employing object-recognition, augmented reality, and virtual
reality, present new opportunities to design interfaces which are
based on principles of inclusive design from initial conception
through final deployment.
Ideum is proud to be at the forefront of this work, and we
look forward to broadening our collaborations with developers,
accessibility experts, and institutions to build tools for the next
generation of inclusively designed digital experiences.

In all modes, onscreen text is read aloud at user-selected speed and
volume.
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About Ideum
Ideum is an innovative design company based in Corrales,
New Mexico. The firm focuses on creating the next generation

For more information, please visit www.ideum.com or
contact Esther Lombardi at (505) 792-1110 ext. 1.

of visitor experiences that blend the physical and digital realms.
Along with its Creative Services software group, Ideum designs
and produces integrated and hardened large-scale multitouch
tables and touch walls for museums, educational institutions,
government agencies, and Fortune 500 companies. It has
developed multitouch tables and screens since 2008, and its
products have been sold in more than 41 countries.
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